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1. Introduction
The work described here draws together the considerable amount of SNP1 and  STR 
data that has accumulated over the last few years with respect to the Colla population. 
Most recently, testing for SNPs has been encouraged using the advanced Big-Y tests (by
FTDNA), targeted ‘Pack’ tests and single SNP tests. This has enabled the construction 
of inheritance Trees such as the one by Alex Williamson and the FTDNA Haplotree. 

Separately and over a much longer period, STR data has been accumulating. These two 
(mutational) systems operate independently of each other to produce two separate data 
sets, the STR one defining members of the Colla population and membership of the 
Clan Colla 425 Null Project. As only about 27% of STR testers partook of SNP testing, 
the aim of this work was to populate/expand the resultant SNP Tree with STR data to 
determine the most likely clades for the majority of Project members.

This is an attempt to draw together the various findings collected to date (25 July 2016) 
on descendants of Clan Colla. All ancient genealogical data has been ignored, other than
when the Colla brothers were thought to have lived and arrived in Ulster. I have 
concentrated solely on the DNA profiles and tried to rationalise their inheritance 
patterns and relationships. Surnames while confirmatory in many instances were not the
main influence in determining groupings. 

1.1. Pre-History

Long after man had migrated from the Rift Valley, humans had evolved into many 
different races and acquired different mutations thus making them distinguishable from 
each other. DNA studies have permitted us to categorise all humans on Earth into 
genealogical groups sharing one common ancestor at one given point in prehistory. 
These groups are called haplogroups. 

Haplogroup sub-divisions are the result of very specific mutations whose times of 
occurrence have been calculated. Thus haplogroup R1b-S116 branched into haplogroup 
R1b-L21 by acquiring the additional mutation, L21. It is thought that a population of 
L21 people arose north of the Alps and spread through France, the Low Countries, 
Britain and Ireland starting about 4,000 years ago. It is estimated they could have started
to populate Ireland about 3,000 years ago. By the time the Romans came to Britain, 
these Celtic people would have subsumed earlier cultures and diverged from one 
another over the 30 or so generations. They probably developed into tribal groups as 
they did in Ireland which the Romans, for their administrative convenience, gave those 
names such as the Trinovantes , Cornovii  etc. Genetically, they would have similarities 
and differences as exhibited between Irish tribes.

1.2. Early Observations

The earliest method of classifying tester results was by comparing the GDs of name 
groups to the Colla modal and to each other. This resulted in useful cluster analysis for 
the more populous groups but resulted in many sub divisions for the less populous. 
However the main drawback was the huge level of cross relationships shown (expected 
within a population having a common ancestor) when viewed by GD alone making it 
difficult sometimes to assign testers correctly. As time went by it became clear that not 
everyone sharing a surname shared the same DNA and vice versa. 

The onset of SNP testing has brought more rigour to how different lineages evolved. 
This introduced disparate groups, by name and STR profiles, being in the same clade. 
At first a bit of a conundrum but on reflection can be explained by either the SNP 
occurring before the STR profiles diverged or in other cases, in one of the diverged 
profiles only.

1 Links to Glossary in section 7. Use Alt left arrow to return to text.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cornovii_(Midlands)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trinovantes
http://www.ytree.net/


2. Definitions
The Colla population. The Colla population is defined as R-1b testers who have a null 
value (deletion) for the DYS 425 marker coupled with a value of 9 (or 10 in 2.8% of 
cases) for DYS 511. There are further confirmatory values of 9 at DYS 505 (99%) and 
12 at DYS 441 (98%) for those who tested to 111 markers. More recently, having the 
Z3000 SNP or any of its downstream derivatives, additionally defines members of the 
Colla population.

The Colla name. Applying the name Colla to this population arose during early studies 
of Oriel clans where there was good documentary evidence of their descent from the 
Colla brothers. The early genealogy describes the appearance in Ulster in about A.D. 
330 of the three Colla brothers, known as Colla da Crioch, Colla Uais and Colla Meann.
They were considered to be Roman trained mercenaries and their arrival was allegedly 
at the behest of the High King of Tara. Their history survived through oral tradition and 
eventually written histories. It has since become apparent that they were not the 
originators of the Colla population but that the progenitor must have lived several 
hundred years earlier in Britain. One view (Schlegel) was that they originated around 
Colchester (Trinovantes); equally it might be thought they could have originated around
a Roman port such as Chester (Cornovii) with easy access to Ulster, Wales and 
Scotland.

The Big Tree. Sterling work has been performed by Alex Williamson and Mike Walsh 
in analysing the huge quantity of data to emerge from Big-Y testing. This they have 
assembled into The Big Tree , a phylogenetic tree for the R-P312 Haplogroup. The 
Collas are to be found within the R-DF21 major subdivision (P312>L21>DF13>DF21), 
one of whose sub groups (called Clan Colla/Airgialla 1 on the Tree) being for Z3000 
and descendants. 

Airgialla 1. This Big-Y based Airgialla2 sub-sub set is shown re-worked with additional 
information in the ‘SNP Tree’ worksheet of the Colla Phylogenetic Workbook 3 
augmented with FTDNA Haplotree Z3000 batch and single SNP results. As Airgialla is 
the collective name of a territory occupied by a confederation of tribes, the term Colla is
used to describe the genetically identifiable population in this analysis rather than 
Airgialla 1. 

Classification. The Clades4 within the population are defined by the most terminal SNP,
either by name or chromosome address. The 121 SNPs identified so far (25 July 2016) 
were regarded as ‘anchors’ on the tree for their clades. Clades were often 'nested' under 
a lead clade. This was the starting point of the current study. As a result of the study, 
many clades were further sub divided into sub-clades or genotypes.

2.1. Data Sources 

The SNP source used was the Airgialla 1 Tree (described above). To this was added 
STR data as collected in the Clan Colla 425 Null Project (the Project). Only the data for 
67 and 111 marker tests were used, exceptions being for those who had an SNP result 
but less than 67 marker tests. 

2.2. Methods

The method developed was essentially one of pattern matching, substitution and 
iteration (see Appendix for detail). As the Colla population descended from the DF21 

2  The Kingdom of Airgíalla (Anglicized as Oriel) was the collective name for the confederation of nine independent
kingdoms. It was one of the three major kingdoms that formed what is now the province of Ulster.
3 The workbook is an OpenOffice calc document and you may need to download the Open Office program (free) 
from Apache Open Office in order to see it correctly.
4 A clade is a group of organisms that consists of a common ancestor and all its lineal descendants and represents a 
single branch on the ‘tree of life’.

https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/66502107/Colla%20Phylogenetic%20Workbook.ods
http://www.openoffice.org/download/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ulster
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Airg%C3%ADalla
http://www.ytree.net/
http://www.jstor.org/stable/20641355?seq=1


population, neither modal5 value could be used to distinguish clades or sub-clades from 
each other. Consequently, off-modal values were sought for each tester’s STR results 
which were referred to as ‘Discriminant’ values for that tester’s profile. Starting with 
existing clusters (based on surnames), the most representative discriminants were 
selected to define the genotype of the clade or sub-clade being assessed. The aim was to
find up to 4 discriminants to define each sub-clade. 

The SNP Airgialla 1 (Colla) tree was the clade structure to which was added STR 
clusters that contained the SNP testers. The representative STR genotypes were used to 
search the tester database to identify those to be added to the emerging clades. Close 
matches to genotypes (without an SNP) could be validly added provided their GDs were
low to the rest of the clade.

2.3. Assumptions

The driving assumption behind this analysis was that both SNP and STR mutations 
arose independently of each other. Over time, patterns of mutations would have built up 
(in separate branches), these patterns being inherited (largely unchanged) on the Y 
chromosome down through the generations. There would be some loss of discriminant 
values due to reversion and some gains due to new mutations.

Today’s tester values represent the end point of this process so a tester with 4 (or 3 or 2 
in descending order) discriminants will be deemed to have inherited this pattern with 
high probability rather than acquire it through random mutation (at meiosis). It was 
further assumed that should the cluster include a tester(s) with a defined SNP the whole 
cluster could then be classified as belonging to that clade.

In order to assess how many sub-clades were in a given clade, use was made of the 
McGee Utility Tool using the hybrid mutation model setting. Clade members were 
ranked by GD (using the McGee levels of significance) and where sub-clusters could be
identified, these were classified as sub-clades and new representative genotypes 
identified.

2.4. Limitations

The main limitation was that there was a dearth of discriminants for some clades which 
could often be compensated for by having a well developed cluster structure. Another 
problem was there were a few clean clusters which had no associated SNP defined 
clade. Likewise, a small number of singletons could not be placed presumably because 
they were members of as yet undiscovered clades.

As this is very much a work in progress, the output will be subject to modifications and 
upgrades over time. In order to facilitate this I will upgrade my Dropbox copy at 
irregular intervals while retaining the links given here.

5 Modal values were determined by the most numerous groupings and by definition were values present in more than
50% of the sample. Modal values are most useful for identifying with the population as a whole but not in 
identifying sub-groups within. 

http://www.mymcgee.com/tools/yutility


3. Results
The end results of this analysis are shown in the ‘Clade Tree’ worksheet (of the Colla 
Phylogenetic Workbook) and details of how the Clade Tree was derived are given in 
Appendix 1.

 In the ‘Clade Tree’ worksheet, the Tree is displayed horizontally coupled to the STR 
data for eligible Project members. 

3.1. Structure

Row 5 shows the mutation rates (where known) for the 111 STR markers (M Heinila, 
from K Nordtvedt, 2012), the darker the shading the more stable the marker; this helps 
in evaluating the weight to put on discriminant values. Each (tester) row of STR data 
was compared to the Colla and DF21 modals (rows 7 & 8) to find the off-modal values 
which are colour highlighted to show differences in the number of repeats, green = 1, 
yellow = 2, red = 3 or >, between them and the DF modal (except for the 4 Colla key 
marker values). 

The banner heading colours conform to the ‘SNP Tree’ worksheet and show the clade 
name (most terminal SNP), the lead SNP for nested clades in square brackets and the 
evolutionary path for the clade. The remaining headings are shown in Table 1. 

Column(s) Function Comment

A-I Tree structure Shows descent of clades from DF21.

I Number of SNPs detected Totals per clade

J Clade names Mainly  derived  from  the  Big  Tree  but  also
showing alternative listings by FTDNA.

K Sub-clades/ Genotypes Branches  from  a  clade  showing  distinct
genotypes.

L Lead reference (Ref) for clade Most  often  SNP  from  Big  Y  but  sometimes
another member of the cluster.

L Sub-clade reference Ref with GD to
lead reference (#)

Visible as sub-clusters in McGee and having a
different genotype to the lead reference.

L Values (colour coded) are GDs to
preceding Ref 

Copied from McGee output.

M ID Magenta = Big Y

ID Blue = Pack test

ID Green = Single test

Possible  members  are  shown  greyed (2  or  <
discriminants,  high  GD)  or  amber  (no
discriminants, compatible GD). 

N-DK DYS markers Number of repeats under each marker.

DL Count for each banner heading Totals  in  DL598 & N598.  Other  totals  in  row
598.

DM-DQ Transferred information from analysis
worksheet.

Discriminant  cells whose  values used to match
with genotypes.

DR-DS # discriminants within 67 markers & #
of hits

Preference  given  to  discriminants  within  67
markers.

DT Max = highest possible score Usually for 67 markers only.

Table 1. Column headings for 'Clade Tree' Worksheet.



3.2. Genotypes

Eighty two genotypes were identified out of 439 testers (indicated by a 1 in col DU of 
the ‘Clade Tree’ worksheet) of which 63 had a designated SNP. Up to 4 off-modal 
values (discriminants) were selected to represent each genotype. Some genotypes had 
more than four values which could be used to represent it while others had fewer than 
four. Each genotype was compared to every tester in the sample in order to detect likely 
matches. Initially, this was based on the number of discriminant hits, visually adjusted 
should the discriminants be in a different order and then examined in McGee. Should 
the clade show nested clusters then this was indicative of sub-clades. 

3.3. Colla Relationships

In building the ‘Clade Tree’ worksheet, effort was focussed on maximising the number 
of close matches within each category. By subdividing the clades into sub-clades either 
because of the presence of more than one SNP or where several clusters were apparent 
(within the clade as observed in McGee), it was possible to get tight relationships for 
most testers. The tight relationship (high probability) was generally indicated by GDs of
6 or less (@67 markers) to the preceding reference. Low probabilities were either GD > 
6 and/or designated as ‘Possible’. This resulted in the following assignments within the 
Clade Tree (Figure 1).

population Genotypes Assigned Assigned Non Assigned
sample (18 in clusters)

439 121 63
58
247 27

25

318 non SNP 19

Totals 439 82 305 27 25

(high prob) (low prob)
SNPs

Figure 1. Assignment of the Colla Population Sample.

3.4. Colla Stem structure

The evidence (so far) points to the SNP Z3000 as the patriarchal ancestor of the Colla 
stem on the R-P312 Tree (which of course is part of the much bigger R1b tree). The 
clade structure can be seen in the ‘SNP Tree’ worksheet but can be difficult to track. A 
condensed version is shown in the ‘Clade Structure’ worksheet for the major 
components and where the numbers of testers fall. 

The largest group descends from Z3004 at 287 testers. These further divide into 101 
from S953, 93 from Z16274, 40 from BY3163, 14 from Z37586,12 from FGC41930 
and 27 from Z3004 itself.

The next largest group descend from Z16270 at 106 testers. These further divide into 66
from BY3165, 27 from Z18003 and 10 from Z16270 itself.

The least represented group are the 7 from Z29586. 

The unassigned comprise 4 named clusters of 18 testers and 7 singletons. It is a fair 
assumption that these are representatives of as yet undiscovered clades or sub-clades. 
SNP testing should resolve the issue.



3.5. Common DNA, Different Surnames

One of the most notable feature to emerge from this analysis was the 
heterogeniety of surnames under a single SNP. Previous studies tended to 
group testers under surnames whereas this one groups them under DNA 
profiles i.e. an SNP coupled to an STR genotype. 

One of the earliest group of branches from Z3000 are the nested clades under 
Z29586 (green banners in the ‘Clade Tree’ worksheet). There are 7 testers, 5 
of whom have had their SNPs positioned on the ‘Big Tree’ (by Alex 
Williamson) which established the Tree structure shown here. There are 5 
surnames accommodated under the three clades. 

The STR profiles show three identifiable genotypes associated with the SNPs 
(defining the clades). The profiles also demonstrate commonality between 
them sharing 2-3 of the discriminant values, which is to be expected for nested
clades, as well as the small differences that mark out the genotypes. 

Similarly, for the clades listed under Z16270, where sub-clade 1 of Z16270 
(referenced by Almond) demonstrates connectivity with Judd such as to 
justify his inclusion in the sub-clade. Similar arguments apply to Barr and 
O’Bar being included in Z16270, Ingram and Shields to O’Guin (BY513), 
Halligan and Walker to Peden; McCormick to Larkin (BY3171), Clark to 
Roderick (Z21270), Hulse to Roberts (S9397), Plunkett and Kelly to Calkins 
(BY3162), Thurber and McClain to Hendrickson (Z18003), Reed, Bennett, 
Couch and Morris to Carroll (19219990-A-T).

This principle of inclusivity is the raison d’etre behind assigning names, 
without SNP support, to clades. These patterns were repeated throughout the 
population with varying degrees of significance (see Clade Tree Worksheet).

3.6. Common Surnames, Different DNA

Many examples of the reverse of the above, where a surname was represented 
by more than one variety of DNA, were also observed. The most usual 
example of this was found in closely related or nested clades. This was to be 
expected and is easily explaned by the group acquiring new SNP mutations as 
it evolved. Most numerous examples of this are the McDonalds nested under 
A938 and the Hughes/McMahons nested under Z16277. There are however a 
few McMahon and McDonald testers who have quite different DNAs (e.g. 
Z3004, BY3163). Less numerous examples were also observed such as 
Devine in A77 and Z3004, Larkin in BY3171 and S953, Little in BY3164 and
BY3157, McGuire in A945 and Z29586, Adams in Z21270 and BY3249. 

Table 2 summarises the findings. 

Category Number Clade
Composition

Condition

Population Size 439 Meet the Colla criteria
Detected SNPs 121 Big-Y, pack & single SNP tests
Genotypes 82 Can have several genotypes per 

clade, usually different names
No of Clades 43 36 Mixed surnames

4 Single surname
3 One tester only



4. Discussion
This analysis is based on ‘ownership’ of SNPs and key off-modal STR values 
(Discriminants) rather than differences in the numbers of DYS mutations 
between individual profiles and a reference modal. In performing this type of 
analysis, it was assumed that ownership of (named) SNPs produced a stable 
skeletal tree to which could be validly added profiles (without an SNP) which 
met the matching criteria. It could be argued that high STR mutation rates, 
which most discriminants have, would produce a confused picture. However, 
as the emphasis was on matching up to 4 discriminants collectively, this 
lessened the adverse effect of high mutation rates. The probability of multiple 
values being inherited as a group far exceeds them arising spontaneously. For 
example, DYS464 is recognised as unstable and yet the configuration of 15-
15-15-17 is virtually a signature for the nested clades under Z16277. When 
combined with a second discriminant DYS557 = 17 (having a moderate 
mutation rate), and a third DYS522 = 12 (for 111 marker testers), produces 
unassailable evidence of relatedness. 

Some clades are very clear cut, e.g. 6734552-A-G and Y9435 with as many as
6 discriminants. FGC41930, while only having 2 discriminants in 67 markers 
(and one extra @ 111 markers) is nevertheless unambiguous. Importantly, it 
demonstrates the justification for establishing sub-clade (2) which shares the 2
discriminants from (1) but because it has additional discriminants, it has a 
different genotype. This pattern is repeated often e.g. Z21270 (1) & (2), 
BY3162 (1& (2), Z18003 and its nested 19219990-A-T, BY3249 (1-3). 

Perhaps the clearest examples of familial inheritance are the nested clades 
under S953. DYS 19 (a fairly stable marker) having a value of 15 was present 
in S953 and subsequent clades. This was joined by DYS534 = 17 from A938 
onward and by DYS437=14, DYS458=18 from A939 onward. This is an 
expected result as the bulk of testers were McDonalds or derivatives and 
would be expected to show these types of familial relationships. 

Like all biological systems, there are a few low probability assignments 
classified as ‘possible’. These lack SNP data and could fit into more than one 
clade; their current positioning was judged to be the most appropriate but 
could change in the future. Similarly, the 7 unassigned were so unrelated to 
the tester data set that they didn’t even qualify as ‘possible’. Finally, there are 
18 grouped into 4 clusters which show no associations. All these uncertainties 
could be resolved by taking the Z3000 Pack tests. 

In classifying testers there are broadly two approaches. The traditional way is 
to group them by surname, ejecting any that are obvious mismatches into 
seperate groupings or singletons. Currently the Project is showing it this way 
(on the Home Page) and lists 81 divisions (banner headings). A second way is 
proposed here where groupings are based on matching DNA profiles, either 
by sharing an SNP or having an STR genotype demonstrating similarities that 
could only have been inherited irrespective of the surname carried.

The issue of mixed clades (of both types) might be difficult to accept as it 
seems to contradict surname descent through the male line in some instances. 
What it does demonstrate however, is how the male signature (ultimately 
surname) was distributed and not always with its presumed associated DNA. 



When pre-history up to late medieval is considered, this is not unexpected. 
NPEs are often quoted causative factors and while not denying their 
contribution, the occurrences are so numerous would suggest that there is a 
more fundamental underlying cause. Leading males practised a form of 
polygamy up to the end of the 16th c., recognising the offspring of their 
multiple unions and passing on their surnames to them. When this is coupled 
to capturing/bartering slaves, mothers (with their children) could easily end up
in very different locales, their children’s descendants ultimately finishing up 
with surnames not normally associated with their DNA.   

This process of analysis has been developed over many months during which 
time it has been challenged every time new clades &/or data have been 
introduced. It has accommodated these changes well and would appear to be 
reasonably robust and a valid approach to phylogenetic tree analysis. 
Undoubtedly it could be improved upon by developing a ‘macro’ to handle the
various pattern matching tasks.



5. Conclusions
In conclusion the following can be stated for the Colla population:

 The analysis has produced a comprehensive phylogenetic tree accommodating 
88% of testers with high probability, 6% at low probability and 6% unassigned.

 The SNP structure has allowed STR profiles, previously regarded as unmatched,
to be accommodated in the same clade.

 Clades can be divided into sub-clades on the basis of their SNP membership 
and/or the STR profiles.

 All testers were accommodated under 43 clade banners (414), 4 unassigned 
groups (18) and unassigned singletons (7).

 36 out of 43 clades had mixed surnames, 4 had single surnames and 3 had only 
one tester.

 The unassigned and low probability matches could be resolved with SNP testing.



6. Appendix
The detailed workings are given in the ‘Clade Workbench’ worksheet (of the Colla 
Phylogenetic Workbook). Over the course of this study 82 genotypes were identified to 
represent the defined clades and sub-clades and 4 for the unassigned clusters. These are 
shown in rows 5-90 of the worksheet and the STR results in columns N-DK. Qualified 
testers are listed, initially in any order, in cells I101-DK101 onward. 

In order to find testers which matched the genotype under test, conditional true/false 
equations were developed for 1, 2, 3 & 4 discriminants. These are shown in columns 
DL-DO for each genotype. The spreadsheet cells containing the selected discriminant 
values for each genotype are in columns DT-DW. Column DX shows the number of 
discriminants within 67 marker tests. 

A positive value (i.e. the Clade name in cell I100) is returned if the conditions are met, 
otherwise a 'No' is returned. Consider a three Discriminant situation; all three 
discriminants have to match in order to get a positive return. However, should 
discriminants 1 & 3 match but discriminant number 2 not match, then a 'No is returned.;
this is then corrected manually. These specific spreadsheet cells have to be used to 
allow the equations to work.

6.1. Data Processng

 The data was processed in the following manner to build the Colla phylogenetic tree:-

1. The Big Tree SNP data, augmented with additional pack/single SNP data, was 
arranged in a tree structure ('Clade Tree' worksheet). Tester's corresponding STR
data was added. These were regarded as 'anchors' for the expanded tree.

2. For a first iteration, the STR groupings from the project page were laid out in the
'Clade Tree' worksheet, integrating where possible with the SNP 'anchors'.

3. All testers were compared to the Colla and DF21 modals, colour coding off-
modal values.

4.  Up to 4 discriminant values were chosen to represent the STR genotype 
associated with each SNP defined clade.

5. A genotype was copied (cells I#-DX#) and pasted into cell I100. 

6. Select DL100-DO100 and ‘Fill Down’ against all testers.

7. Look for the maximum numbers of hits and record result in columns DP & DQ. 
Overwrite lower scores where appropriate.

8. When all genotypes have been tested, do a data - sort for column DP (ascending)
and DQ (descending).

9. Copy the data blocks into the Clade Tree (discriminants and hits in columns 
DM-DT).

10. Visually inspect to recover missed hits (because an early discriminant was 
negative).

11. Using McGee, rank individuals in each clade/sub-clade (col L).

6.2. Worked Example

In the ‘Clade Workbench’, one sub-clade (out of 5), BY2869 (2), from a fairly typical 
but difficult clade, is examined. Its genotype is highlighted (row 57, light grey) and 
copied into I100. The results are shown in rows 243-247. 

This is a strong result with 2 testers scoring the maximum of 4, 1 tester a maximum of 3
(67 markers only) and 2 being increased to 3 because the 3rd discriminant was negative 
but the 4th positive. The results also show the familial connectivity of all the sub-clades.

https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/66502107/Colla%20Phylogenetic%20Workbook.ods
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/66502107/Colla%20Phylogenetic%20Workbook.ods


6.3. McGee Results

This is further endorsed in McGee when the STR values for the whole clade are entered 
(Figure 2). The GDs from the lead Ref to the other 4 sub-clades are given as 6, 8, 8, 10 
respectively. The GDs in turn to the sub-clades are shown horizontally (Table3 &col L).

Sub-Clades GDs

263699(1) 6, 6

263699(2) 4, 4, 5, 6

263699(3) 1, 3

263699(4) 3, 4, 4

263699(5) 5

    Table3. BY2869 sub-clade Gds
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263699Conly - 6 6 6 8 8 7 8 8 9 9 8 7 8 8 1011
11189Cavender 6 - 4 6 8 8 7 8 8 9 9 8 7 8 8 8 9
78625Conley 6 4 - 6 8 8 7 8 8 9 11 8 7 8 8 8 9
253386McCormick 6 6 6 - 4 4 5 6 6 7 9 8 7 8 8 8 9
169972Mcconnell 8 8 8 4 - 1 5 6 7 8 10 9 8 8 9 8 11
311107Mcconnell 8 8 8 4 1 - 6 6 6 7 9 8 7 8 8 9 11
84262Conley 7 7 7 5 5 6 - 5 6 7 9 8 7 7 8 7 10
328903Conlee 8 8 8 6 6 6 5 - 6 7 9 6 7 6 8 4 9
83647Dever 8 8 8 6 7 6 6 6 - 1 3 8 7 8 6 9 11
60356Smith 9 9 9 7 8 7 7 7 1 - 4 9 8 9 7 1010
74097Smith 9 9 11 9 10 9 9 9 3 4 - 111011 9 1214
N18664Alexander 8 8 8 8 9 8 8 6 8 9 11 - 3 4 4 7 11
H2133Henson 7 7 7 7 8 7 7 7 7 8 10 3 - 3 3 8 10
342831Conley 8 8 8 8 8 8 7 6 8 9 11 4 3 - 4 8 11
338710Conley 8 8 8 8 9 8 8 8 6 7 9 4 3 4 - 9 11
N88161Connolly 10 8 8 8 8 9 7 4 9 1012 7 8 8 9 - 5
B19040Connolly 11 9 9 9 111110 9 11101411101111 5 -

Figure 2. McGee output for the BY2869 clade @67 markers, hybrid mutation model.
Colour coding as for McGee. 



6.4. Heterogeneity of Clades 

Sizeable clades (>4 members) invariably sub divided into sub clades but a few were 
homogeneous such as BY513, BY3164, A945, 6734552-A-G, Y9435, BY3166, 
23753717-C-A. Heterogeneous clades were broadly of two types, those whose sub-
clades were designated by a shared SNP value but different discriminants and those who
shared some of the discriminant markers but were sub-clusters (in McGee).

6.5. Names

A general observation was that many of the clades contain very different surnames. 
Many of these are present because they have SNP anchors carrying the different name 
in that clade. Examples are Owens, Hines and Baty in 14095734-G-A; Johnson, Rogan, 
Highlands, Henretty in BY3165. Others have a mixture of familial continuity and an 
SNP anchor (Roderick, Clark, and Adams in Z21270). Yet others are based purely on 
familial continuity (Calkins, Plunkett in Z18003).

As most of these SNP anchors have large GDs to the Ref, a probable explanation is that 
the divergence in SNP terms arose long before the introduction of surnames. For those 
with smaller GD differences, the likely explanation is that the SNP lineage diverged in 
STR terms but still probably before the introduction of surnames (e.g. Clark (GD=7), 
Plunkett (GD= 6), cited above).

6.6. SNP Classification

A problem was encountered in applying SNP names to the clades. Choosing the lead 
SNP (as practised by Alex Williamson) was followed as far as possible. The problem 
arose in trying to combine Big-Y, pack and single test results from FTDNA with those 
on the Big Tree. The ‘SNPs @ 25-7-2016’ worksheet lists the equivalents to aid 
translation.



7. Glossary 
Allele. An allele is an alternative form of a gene (one member of a pair) that is

located at a specific position on a specific chromosome.

Big-Y A direct paternal lineage test  which explores deep ancestral  links on our
common paternal tree.  Big Y tests thousands of known branch markers as
well as millions of places where there may be new branch markers. 

Britain. For  the  purposes  of  this  analysis,  Britain  refers  to  mainland  Britain
comprising  England,  Scotland  and  Wales.  The  British  Isles  comprise
mainland Britain and Ireland.

Celts. One of an Indo-European people originally of central Europe and spreading
to Western Europe, the British Isles, and south-east to Galatia during pre-
Roman times, especially to Briton and Gaul.

Clades. The clade is a hypothetical construct based on experimental data. Clades are
found  using  multiple  (sometimes  hundreds)  of  traits  from  a  number  of
species  (or  specimens)  and  analysing  them statistically  to  find  the  most
likely phylogenetic tree for the group. 

Clan Colla. In the beginning of the 4th century, three warlike princes called the Three
Collas (probably originated  in  Roman Britain),  who at  the behest  of the
High King of Ireland, made a conquest of a great part of Ulster, which they
wrested from the old possessors, princes of the race of Ir, called the Clanna
Rory,  or Rudericians.  The names of the three chiefs were  Colla Uais, or
Colla the noble, Colla Meann, or Colla the famous, and Colla da Chroich, or
Colla of the two territories. Colla Uais became monarch of Ireland 327, and
died  in  332.  The  territory  conquered  by the  three  Collas  comprised  the
present counties of Louth, Monaghan, and Armagh.

Clan Colla 425 Null Project. 

The FTDNA Project for R1b testers who have a null value at DYS 425.

Cluster. A group of testers whose DYS markers are sufficiently similar to indicate
significant relationship to each other.

Colla Modal. This  is  a  67  or  111 marker  profile  consisting  of  the  most  usual  marker
values for the 67 or 111 markers derived from a large group of Colla testers.

Dal Riada. Dál Riata (also  Dalriada or  Dalriata) was a  Gaelic over kingdom on the
western coast  of  Scotland with some territory on the north-east  coast  of
Ireland. In the late 6th and early 7th century it encompassed roughly what is
now Argyll and Bute and Lochaber in Scotland and also County Antrim in
Ireland.

DNA. Deoxyribonucleic acid  is a  nucleic acid containing the  genetic instructions
used in  the  development  and functioning  of  all  known living  organisms
(with the exception of RNA viruses).

DYS. DYS is jargon and thought to be short for DNA-Y chromosome STR. 

DYS 425. A specific  marker whose value is the main determinant in distinguishing
Colla from non-Colla DNA.

FTDNA. Family Tree DNA – the testing company used by most testers.

GD. Genetic distance is a measurement of the total difference in allele values of
different genetic markers between two individuals. 

Haplogroup. In molecular evolution, a haplogroup is a group of similar haplotypes that
share a common ancestor having the same single nucleotide polymorphism
(SNP) mutation in both haplotypes.
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Haplotype. A  haplotype in  genetics is a combination of  alleles (DNA sequences) at
adjacent locations (loci) on the chromosome that are transmitted together. 

ID The numerical or alpha numerical identity assigned by the testing company
to a DNA sample.

Lineage. Lineage (anthropology) or kinship, descent group that can demonstrate their
common descent from an apical ancestor or a direct line of decent from an
ancestor.

Marker. A genetic marker is a gene or DNA sequence with a known location on a
chromosome that can be used to identify individuals or  species. It can be
described as a variation (which may arise due to mutation or alteration in the
genomic loci) that can be observed. A genetic marker may be a short DNA
sequence, such as a sequence surrounding a single base-pair change (single
nucleotide polymorphism, SNP), or a long one, like minisatellites.

Meiosis The process of cell division in sexually reproducing organisms that reduces
the number of chromosomes from diploid to haploid, as in the production of
gametes. 

McGee Utility. Y-DNA Comparison Utility

Modal. The mode is the number which appears most often in a dataset.

Mutation. A Mutation occurs when a DNA gene is damaged or changed in such a way
as to alter the genetic message carried by that gene.

Null mutation. A null allele is a mutant  copy of a gene that completely lacks that gene's
normal function. At the  phenotypic level, a null allele is indistinguishable
from a deletion of the entire locus.

NPE Non-parental event i.e. non-spousal matings.

Oriel. Oriel territory takes in the modern Counties Monaghan, Armagh and part of
Louth.

Phylogenetic tree. An  evolutionary or phylogenetic tree is a branching diagram showing the
inferred  evolutionary  relationships  among  various  biological  species  or
other entities based upon similarities and differences in their physical and/or
genetic characteristics. The taxa joined together in the tree are implied to
have descended from a common ancestor.

Profile. The values (number of repeats) for STR markers for a given individual.

R-DF21+. R-DF21  is  a  sub-clade  under  R-L21--two  different  SNPs.  R-DF21  is
comparatively quite old, with a tMRCA of 3112 ybp versus 4135 ybp for all
of R-L21.

Singleton. A profile without any close matching to other profiles. 

SNP.  Single Nucleotide Polymorphism, (SNP) is a single base-pair change.

STR. A Y-STR is a  short tandem repeat (STR) on the  Y-chromosome. Y-STRs
are often used in forensics, paternity, and genealogical DNA testing.

tMRCA. Time to Most Recent Common Ancestor.

Y-DNA. Y-DNA is passed solely along the patrilineal line, from father to son. It does
not recombine and thus Y-DNA changes only by chance mutation at each
generation with no inter mixture between parents' genetic material.

ybp. Years Before Present with the present being taken as A.D. 1950.
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